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Install	Date	 Location	(County;	Route)	 	 Mile-point	 						Grooves*	 			Unit	Cost**	
	
2012	 	 Mercer;	US	127	 	 	 14.5-17.2	 	 350	 	 63	
	 	 Mercer;	US	127	 	 	 1.0-2.6		 	 200	 	 76	
	 	 Jessamine;	US	27	 	 	 0.1-0.8		 	 750	 	 68.3	
	
2013	 	 Bath;	I-64	 	 	 	 117.8-123.6	 	 761	 	 71	
	 	 Rowan;	I-64	 	 	 	 134.75-138.3	 	 459	 	 75	
	 	 Woodford;	US	60	 	 	 0-7.4	 	 										1,497	 	 32	
	 	 Fayette;	I-75	 	 	 	 105.4-107.4	 				 552	 	 52	
	 	 Scott;	I-75	 	 	 	 125.5-134.4				 										2,352	 	 36	
	
2014	 	 Fayette;	I-75	 	 	 	 97.9-105.4	 				 992	 	 37	
	 	 Montgomery/Bath;	I-64	 	 112.3-117.8	 				 756	 	 56	
	 	 Bath;	I-64	 	 	 	 123.6-129.1	 				 710	 	 40.5	
	 	 Rowan;	KY	32	 	 	 	 6.3-7.8		 				 325	 	 53	
	 	 Fayette;	KY	418	 	 	 0.1-2.9		 				 100	 	 60	
	 	 Fayette;	US	25		 	 	 8.1-9.5		 				 504	 	 37	
	 	 Fayette;	US	60		 	 	 9.8-11.8	 				 662	 	 37	
	 	 Woodford/Scott/Fayette;	I-64	 65.8-73.9	 										1,430	 	 34	
	 	 Scott;	I-75	 	 	 	 121.1-125.5	 										1,408	 	 40	
	 	 Grayson;	WK	Parkway	 	 114.8-116.9	(WB)	 142	 	 56	








Install	Date	 Location	(County;	Route)	 	 Mile-point	 						Grooves*	 			Unit	Cost**	
	
2015	 	 Perry;	Hall	Rogers	Pkwy.	 	 57.3-59.1	 	 413	 	 50.8	
	 	 Perry;	KY	80	 	 	 	 11.0-14.6	 	 		45	 	 79	
	 	 Knott;	KY	80																																													0-5.1	 	 	 897	 	 40.8	
	 	 Anderson;	BG	Parkway	 	 58.3-61.8	 	 387	 	 36	
	 	 Jefferson;	I-64		 	 	 13.1-19.4	 										3,767	 	 52	
	 	 Grant;	I-75	 	 	 	 152.4-166.3	 										3,205	 	 42	
	 	 Madison;	I-75	 	 	 	 86.3-97.5	 										4,400	 	 36	
	 	 Mason;	US	62	 	 	 	 14.4-15.6	 	 500	 	 46	
	 	 Fleming;	KY	11	 	 	 10.4-12.9	 	 521	 	 39.7	
	 	 McCracken;	I-24	 	 	 1.1-3.0		 	 261	 	 70	
	 	 Rowan;	KY	32	 	 	 	 0-2.2	 	 	 280	 	 49	
	 	 Barren;	Cumberland	Pkwy.	 	 0.9-9.0		 										1,075	 	 48	
	 	 Marshall;	I-24	 	 	 	 22.1-26.6	 	 322	 	 60	
	 	 Bath;	KY	11	 	 	 	 0-7.5	 	 	 270	 	 40	
	 	 Pulaski;	Cumberland	Pkwy.	 	 72.1-84.3	 										3,236	 	 36	
	 	 Fayette;	Man-O-War		 	 	 				NA	 	 	 811	 	 40	
	 	 Gallatin;	I-71	 	 	 	 56.7-59.7	 										1,213	 	 48	
	 	 Franklin/Shelby;	I-64	 	 	 43.9-53.1	 										1,403	 	 62	
	 	 Lawrence;	KY	644	 	 	 0-1.5	 	 	 100	 	 48	
	 	 Lewis;	KY	9	 	 	 	 8.0-11.2	 										2,040	 	 46	
	 	 Fayette;	US	60		 	 	 8.1-9.8		 	 812	 	 39.2	
	 	 Pike;	US	460	 	 	 	 14.4-18.9	 	 700	 	 46.5	
	 	 Scott;	US	62	 	 	 	 10.6-13.3	 	 508	 	 45	
	 	 Greenup;	KY	67	 	 	 0-13	 	 										2,367	 	 40	
	 	 Jefferson;	KY	22	 	 	 0.1-3.5		 	 		94	 	 51	
	 	 Campbell;	US	27	 	 	 13.0-13.2	 	 		42	 	 44	
	 	 Campbell;	US	27	 	 	 14.9-16.7	 	 360	 	 55	
	 	 District	4	Maintenance		 	 several	roads	 								10,936	 	 38	
	 	 District	10	and	11	Maintenance	 several	roads	 										3,000	 	 45	








































































































































































































































Date	 White/Dry	 White/Wet	 Yellow/Dry	 Yellow/Wet	
Nov-13	 1,180/500	 530/320	 880/400	 350/240	
Apr-14	 1,270/640	 480/410	 840/400	 450/230	
Jul-14	 1,290/650	 460/370	 940/470	 290/210	
Nov-14	 1,220/700	 440/340	 850/430	 280/230	
Jul-15	 1,180/720	 370/310	 860/410	 290/200	
Dec-15	 1,130/720	 340/280	 780/410	 280/210	

















Date	 White/Dry	 White/Wet	 Yellow/Dry	 Yellow/Wet	
Nov-13	 1,200/650	 360/320	 940/450	 360/230	
Apr-14	 1,050/480	 380/340	 910/390	 480/240	
Jul-14	 1,310/660	 350/320	 800/350	 360/180	
























Date	 White/Dry	 White/Wet	 Yellow/Dry	 Yellow/Wet	
Nov-13	 750	 no	data	 480	 35	
Aug-14	 630	 60	 520	 45	
Nov-14	 860	 80	 550	 40	
Aug-15	 													600	 																90	 														520	 																		40	
















Oak	Brook	 1	 520	 70	
Camp	Ernst	 3	 480	 40	
Bullittsville	 12	 400	 25	































Date	 White/Dry	 White/Wet	 Yellow/Dry	 Yellow/Wet	
Aug-13	 880	 no	data	 390	 no	data	
Dec-13	 460	 180	 280	 110	
May-14	 160	 55	 160	 45	
Nov-14	 160	 50	 140	 45	










Date	 White/Dry	 White/Wet	 Yellow/Dry	 Yellow/Wet	
Sep-13	 800	 no	data	 90-420	 no	data	
Nov-13	 475	 300	 150-370	 40-250	
May-14	 420	 225	 130-220	 55-100	
Nov-14	 410	 170	 no	data	 no	data	






















Date	 White/Dry	 White/Wet	 Yellow/Dry	 Yellow/Wet	
May-14	 620	 480	 330	 280	
Jul-14	 500	 330	 200	 160	
Dec-14	 420	 240	 160	 150	














Date	 White/Dry	 White/Wet	 Yellow/Dry	 Yellow/Wet	
Sep-13	 650	 no	data	 440	 no	data	
Dec-13	 no	data	 no	data	 480	 270	
May-14	 560	 210	 430	 250	
Jul-14	 540	 240	 430	 190	
Nov-14	 440	 150	 410	 130	
Jul-15	 310	 100	 280	 100	













Date	 Spray/Dry	 Spray/Wet	 Ribbon/Dry	 Ribbon/Wet			
Dec-13	 360	 70	 530	 110	
Apr-14	 410	 90	 400	 110	
Jul-14	 420	 120	 450	 110	
Nov-14	 420	 50	 360	 50	
Jul-15	 220	 30	 240	 90	
Apr-16	 200	 30	 220	 70	
	
	 There	was	some	evidence	of	snowplow	contact	in	the	areas	where	the	reflectivity	data	
were	collected,	which	may	have	contributed	to	the	lower	measurements	starting	in	2015.		
Reflectivity	was	not	maintained	during	wet	pavement	conditions.		
	
	 There	have	been	more	recent	installations	of	ribbon	thermoplastic	on	I-65	in	2015.		
Measurements	were	taken	in	Hart	County	a	short	time	after	installation.	These	indicated	values	
of	840	on	dry	pavement	and	280	on	wet	pavement.		In	2016,	data	were	collected	at	an	
installation	of	spray	thermoplastic	on	the	Cumberland	Parkway	in	Barren	County.		The	
measurements	at	this	location	were	460	on	dry	pavement	and	100	on	wet	pavement.			
	
	 In	August	2010,	a	short	section	of	ribbon	thermoplastic	was	placed	in	Washington	
County	on	KY	555.		The	material	was	installed	on	the	white	edge	line	over	a	milled	rumble	strip.		
The	material	remains	durable	after	several	years.		The	following	table	summarizes	reflectivity	
measurements.	
	
Date	 Dry	 Wet	
Sep-10	 530	 220	
Oct-11	 770	 no	data	
Oct-12	 770	 no	data	
Apr-13	 730	 no	data	
Aug-14	 420	 120	
Oct-14	 380	 90	
Jul-15	 400	 170	
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	 Thermoplastics	were	installed	on	interstates	for	a	period	several	years	ago.		A	12-year-
old	section	of	thermoplastics	on	I-65	was	inspected.		The	material	remained	in	place	with	only	
minor	losses.		At	this	location	the	reflectivity	of	the	white	edge	line	was	230	for	dry	conditions,	
however	this	fell	to	zero	for	wet	surface	conditions.	
	
3.6	Cost	Analysis	
	
	 KTC’s	research	indicates	that	an	effective	lane	delineation	procedure	for	four	lane	roads	
would	include:	
	
• Recessed	markers	on	lane	lines	(at	80-foot	centers)	
• Grooved	wet-reflective	tape	for	lane	lines		
• Spray	thermoplastic	for	the	edge	lines.			
	
The	lane-	and	edge-line	widths	should	be	six	inches.		Compared	to	the	current	practice	of	using	
paint,	this	method	would	provide	improved	wet-nighttime	delineation.	But	it	is	also	important	
to	compare	the	cost	of	different	treatments.		On	a	four-lane	divided	highway,	the	estimated	
material	cost	per	mile	over	the	life	of	the	pavement	(for	both	directions)	is	as	follows:	
	
• $6,600	for	the	132	recessed	markers		
o $40	for	installation	and	$10	per	lens	replacement	
• $7,920	for	the	grooved	wet-reflective	tape		
o $3	per	foot,	assuming	264	10-foot	lane	lines	
• $25,344	for	the	spray	thermoplastic	edge	lines		
o $0.60	per	foot,	assuming	21,120	linear	feet	with	one	restriping	
• $39,864	total	cost	per	mile	for	the	life	of	the	pavement		
o Assuming	one	replacement	for	the	recessed	markers	and	one	restriping	for	the	
spray	thermoplastic	
	
In	comparison,	it	would	cost	approximately	$28,512	per	mile	to	use	traffic	paint	on	lane	lines	
and	edge	lines.	This	estimate	assumes	a	12-year	pavement	life	and	a	cost	of	$0.10	per	foot.		As	
such,	the	cost	of	using	more	durable	materials,	which	offer	better	wet-nighttime	delineation,	is	
not	dramatically	more	than	the	cost	of	traffic	paint.			
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3.7	Rumble	Stripes	
	
Rumble	stripes	were	first	installed	and	evaluated	in	2009	(6).		The	FHWA	defines	a	
rumble	stripe	as	a	rumble	strip	that	has	been	painted	with	a	retroreflective	stripe	to	enhance	
the	visibility	of	the	pavement	edge	at	night,	during	poor	weather,	or	both.		The	evaluation	
found	that,	in	addition	to	the	audible	warning,	rumble	stripes	provide	increased	wet-nighttime	
delineation	through	the	portion	of	the	edge	line	painted	on	the	sloped	portion	of	the	groove.		
Observations	during	wet-nighttime	conditions	verified	the	improved	reflectivity	offered	by	the	
paint	on	the	slope	of	the	groove	(which	is	not	covered	by	water).	
	
	 Several	hundred	miles	of	edge	line	and	centerline	rumble	stripes	have	been	installed	in	
recent	years	in	Kentucky	as	part	of	resurfacing	projects.		Crash	data	were	analyzed	to	evaluate	
their	effectiveness	under	different	crash	scenarios.		The	following	table	summarizes	rates	of	
crash	reductions	at	rumble	stripe	and	control	locations,	comparing	the	five-year	period	before	
installation	to	the	four-year	period	after	installation.			
	
Percent	Reduction	(Five	Years	Before/Four	Years	After)	
		 Rumble	Stripe	Locations	 Control	Locations	
Total	Crashes	 		8	 		4	
Injuries	 15	 		7	
Lane	Departure	Crashes	 		9	 		6	
Single	Vehicle	Crashes	 		4	 +1	
Wet	Nighttime	Crashes	 20	 10	
	
	 The	crash	data	illustrate	the	benefits	that	rumble	stripes	confer.		These	data	indicate	
that	road	segments	with	rumble	stripes	have	had	larger	reductions	in	crashes	compared	to	the	
control	segments	which	lacked	them.			
	
The	largest	difference	between	the	rumble	stripe	and	control	locations	was	for	wet	
nighttime	crashes.		This	reveals	the	potential	of	rumble	stripes	to	improve	delineation	under	
wet-nighttime	conditions.			
	
The	significance	of	crash	reductions	at	rumble	stipe	locations	was	tested	using	a	
procedure	from	the	Highway	Safety	Manual	(Computational	Procedure	for	Implementing	the	
Shift	of	Proportions	Safety	Effectiveness	Evaluation	Method).		This	test	indicated	that	crash	
reductions	were	statistically	significant	(p	<	.05).	The	difference	between	the	before	and	after	
proportions	was	calculated	and	used	to	conduct	a	Wilcoxon	signed	rank	test.	
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	 Rumble	stripes	have	also	been	installed	as	a	retrofit	to	existing	pavements.		Durability	
problems	were	noted	at	some	locations	where	the	pavement	was	not	in	good	condition.		Based	
on	field	observations,	the	use	of	rumble	stripes	should	be	limited	to	new	pavements.	
	
4.	CONCLUSIONS	
	
The	evaluation	of	the	various	materials	and	procedures	results	in	the	following	
conclusions	concerning	their	future	use.	
	
• Snowplowable	markers	provide	the	most	effective	wet-nighttime	delineation	(both	
recessed	and	steel	casting	(Type	V)	markers).		While	both	markers	have	advantages	and	
disadvantages	when	compared	against	one	another,	durability	issues	associated	with	
the	Type	V	marker	(related	to	the	pavement	condition	for	older	pavements)	make	the	
recessed	marker	preferable	over	the	life	of	the	pavement.	
	
• While	the	recessed	marker	is	the	preferred	snowplowable	marker,	use	of	the	steel	
casting	(Type	V)	marker	may	continue,	but	only	if:	1)	it	is	properly	installed	on	new	
pavements	and	2)	there	is	a	commitment	to	maintain	the	pavement	surrounding	the	
casting	in	good	condition.		If	used,	the	lenses	in	the	steel	casting	marker	should	be	
replaced	approximately	every	three	to	five	years	(depending	on	traffic	volume).		The	
stability	of	the	casting	should	be	inspected	when	the	lenses	are	replaced.	
	
• To	ensure	that	snowplowable	markers	are	installed	at	the	proper	location	relative	to	the	
pavement	joint,	installation	must	be	coordinated	with	paving	operations.			
	
• Snowplowable	markers	should	be	installed	at	the	proper	distance	from	the	joint	even	if	
they	are	not	in	complete	alignment	with	the	lane	lines.	
	
• Based	on	its	expense	and	poor	ability	to	maintain	reflectivity,	wet-reflective	paint	should	
not	be	used	in	the	future.	
	
• Installation	of	the	wet-nighttime	materials	and	devices	should	generally	be	limited	to	
new	pavements.		They	may	be	installed	on	existing	pavements	that	are	still	in	very	good	
condition.	
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• Wet	reflective	tape	placed	in	a	groove	provided	both	dry-	and	wet-nighttime	delineation	
and	remained	durable.		This	material	maintained	high	dry	and	wet	reflectivity	levels	and	
provides	the	only	alternative	(on	multi-lane	roadways)	to	snowplowable	markers	as	a	
method	to	provide	wet-nighttime	delineation.			
	
• Inlaid	wet	reflective	tape	provided	high	reflectivity	for	dry	pavement,	but	results	varied	
under	wet	conditions.		Questions	remain	about	its	durability,	given	the	damage	inflicted	
by	snowplows	on	the	tape	at	one	of	the	test	locations.			
	
• The	durability	of	inlaid	wet	reflective	tape	is	contingent	on	the	tape	being	placed	when	
the	asphalt	is	at	the	appropriate	temperature.	Placement	at	the	correct	temperature	
ensures	tape	will	be	properly	inlaid.	
	
• The	inconsistent	performance	of	the	inlaid	tape	argues	against	its	expanded	use.	
	
• Thermoplastic	material	can	be	used	as	part	of	the	pavement	marking	system	but	does	
not	provide	effective	wet-nighttime	delineation.	
	
• The	performance	of	thermoplastic	material	installed	on	the	pavement	surface	supports	
its	future	use	(for	example,	high	volume,	four-lane	roads).		However,	since	surface-
applied	thermoplastics	will	not	provide	effective	wet-nighttime	delineation	it	should	be	
supplemented	with	snowplowable	markers	to	provide	wet-nighttime	delineation.	
			
• Although	the	grooved	thermoplastic	costs	less	than	grooved	tape,	the	wet	reflective	
tape	maintained	much	higher	reflectivity	levels	(especially	under	wet	conditions).		
Grooved	tape	provides	the	best	option	to	establish	wet-nighttime	delineation	in	the	
absence	of	or	as	a	supplement	to	snowplowable	markers.	
	
• The	most	effective	durable	marking	system	for	interstates,	parkways,	and	other	rural	
multi-lane	roads	include	a	combination	of	snowplowable	markers	and	either	
thermoplastic	material	or	recessed	wet	reflective	tape.			
	
• When	viewed	across	the	life	of	the	pavement,	cost	analysis	indicated	that	using	more	
durable	materials,	which	improve	wet-nighttime	delineation,	is	not	dramatically	more	
expensive	than	typical	traffic	paint	(which	requires	annual	replacement	on	high	volume	
roads).		
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• Edge	line	rumble	stripes	(i.e.,	painting	the	white	edge	line	over	a	milled	shoulder	rumble	
strip)	enhance	wet-nighttime	delineation	and	should	be	included	in	resurfacing	projects	
on	two-lane	rural	roads.		Where	pavement	width	permits,	centerline	rumble	stripes	
should	also	be	included.		However,	rumble	stripes	should	not	be	used	to	retrofit	older	
pavements.	
	
• Centerline	rumble	strips	can	be	combined	with	snowplowable	markers	(either	recessed	
or	steel	casting)	to	provide	maximum	wet-nighttime	delineation	on	resurfacing	projects	
on	rural,	two	lane	roadways.	
	
5.		RECOMMENDATIONS	
	
	 Based	on	the	examination	of	material	quality	and	durability,	as	well	as	installation	
procedures,	the	following	recommendations	are	made	to	achieve	optimal	wet-nighttime	
delineation.	
	
• Install	recessed	markers	on	interstates,	parkways,	and	appropriate	multi-lane	roads.	
	
• The	Cabinet	may	consider	spray	thermoplastic	on	interstates	and	parkways	(in	
combination	with	recessed	markers).	
			
• Install	edge	line	and/or	centerline	rumble	strips	on	two	lane	road	resurfacing	projects	
(using	established	guidelines	considering	pavement	width).	
	
• The	Cabinet	may	consider	grooved	wet	reflective	tape	for	lane	lines	on	high-volume	
multi-lane	roadways	in	combination	with	recessed	markers	along	lane	lines	and	spray	
thermoplastic	for	edge	lines.	
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7.	APPENDIX	
	
Photographs	of	Pavement	Marking	Materials	
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Initial	Installation	Procedure	for	Groove	for	Recessed	Markers	
	
Recessed	marker;	Original	Design	
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Installation	of	Recessed	Marker	
	
	
	
Recessed	Marker	Installation;	Concrete	Pavement	
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Recessed	Marker	Installed	off	Pavement	Joint	
	
	
	
Recessed	Marker	Installation	
		
	
30	
	
Recessed	Marker	Lenses	
	
	
	
Jessamine	County;	US	27;	Recessed	Marker;	Pavement	Damp	
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Recessed	Markers;	Mercer	County;	US	127	
	
	
	
Recessed	Markers;	US	27;	wet-nighttime	conditions	
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Recessed	Markers;	Woodford	County;	US	60	
	
	
	
Comparison	New	and	Old	Recessed	Marker	Groove	
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Mercer	County;	US	127;	Recessed	Marker;	Lenses	Missing	
	
	
	
Type	V	Snowplowable	Marker;	Installed	Few	Inches	from	Pavement	Joint	
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Type	V	Snowplowable	marker;	Installed	at	Pavement	Joint	
	
	
	
Type	V	Snowplowable	Marker	(Durability	Issue	with	Poor	Pavement)	
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Depth	of	Groove	for	Recessed	Wet-reflective	Tape	
	
	
	
Installation	of	Wet-reflective	Tape	in	Groove	
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Franklin	County;	US	127;	Recessed	Wet-Reflective	Tape	
	
	
	
Franklin	County;	US	127;	Recessed	Wet-Reflective	Tape	
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Franklin	County;	US	127;	Recessed	Wet-Reflective	Tape	
	
	
	
Franklin	County;	US	127;	Recessed	Wet-Reflective	Tape	(Wet	Conditions)	
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Franklin	County;	KY	420;	Inlaid	Tape;	Snowplow	Damage	
	
	
	
Franklin	County;	KY	420;	Inlaid	Tape;	Snowplow	Damage	
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Franklin	County;	KY	420;	Inlaid	Tape	
	
	
	
Franklin	County;	KY	420;	Inlaid	Tape	(Wet	conditions)	
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Henderson;	Inlaid	Tape	
	
	
	
Henderson;	Inlaid	Tape	
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Henderson;	Inlaid	Tape	
	
	
	
Groove	Cut	for	Recessed	Wet-Reflective	Paint	
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Install	Recessed	Wet-Reflective	Paint	
	
	
	
Nelson	County;	US	31E;	Surface	Installation	of	Wet-Reflective	Paint	
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Nelson	County;	US	31E;	Wet-Reflective	Paint	(Surface	Applied)	
	
	
	
Nelson	County;	US	31E;	Wet-reflective	Paint;	Surface	Applied	
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Kenton	County;	KY	1501;	Recessed	Wet-Reflective	Paint	
	
	
	
Kenton	County;	KY	1501;	Recessed	Wet-Reflective	Paint	
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Franklin	County;	KY	420;	Recessed	Wet-Reflective	Paint	
	
	
	
Warren	County;	KY	234;	Recessed	Ribbon	Thermoplastic	
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Bowling	Green;	KY	234;	Recessed	Ribbon	Thermoplastic;	Wet	Data	Collection	
	
	
	
Warren	County;	KY	234;	Recessed	Thermoplastic	
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Warren	County;	KY	234;	Cracking	of	Thermoplastic	Material	
	
	
	
Washington	County;	KY	555;	Ribbon	Thermoplastic	
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Washington	County;	KY	555;	Ribbon	Thermoplastic;	Wet	Data	Collection	
	
	
	
Washington	County;	KY	555;	Ribbon	Thermoplastic	(Wet	Pavement)	
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Simpson	County;	I-65;	Spray	Thermoplastic	
	
	
	
Simpson	County;	I-65;	Spray	Thermoplastic;	Wet	Data	Collection	
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Simpson	County;	I-65;	Spray	Thermoplastic;	Snowplow	Damage	
	
	
	
Barren	County;	I-65;	Extruded	Thermoplastic	
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Edge	Line	Rumble	Stripe	
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Retrofit	Centerline	Rumble	Strip;	Old	Pavement	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Barren	County;	Cumberland	Parkway;	Recessed	Markers	and	Spray	Thermoplastic	
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Rowan	County;	KY	32;	Centerline	Rumble	Strip/Recessed	Markers	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Greenup	County;	KY	67;	Centerline	Rumble	Strip/Recessed	Markers	
	
		
	
		
	
		
	
	
